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Book Review 
MARK KAC, GIAN-CARLO ROTA. AI‘;D JACOB T. SCHWARTZ. Discreta Thoughts. Birkhauser, 
Boston, 1986, 264 pp. 
At the crucial point in his Cotzfessions (VIII, 12) Augustine takes the Scriptures to hand, 
opens them up and points to a passage-the page and passage chosen by inadvertence or 
chance-and having taken it and read. that passage leads to his conversion (or so he claims). 
Imagine a modern Augustine, who would now “take it and read” n times, n greater than say a 
dozen, and then average the results. one’s confidence computed according to modern option 
theory modified for this Pascalian situation, and convert. The new Confessions would 
acknowledge the conflated character of the Scriptures, its mixture of authors and styles, and 
note perhaps that this is a virtue in terms of reliability and wide range of the sample, 
Di.~rrrr Thoughts is no holy text. It is a series of chapters, each by one of the three authors 
(which one only barely indicated in the Table of Contents). Yet Augustine’s prescription 
applies here wonderfully. Sample at random. In honor of one of the authors, it might be 
pointed out that the spectral distribution of ideas is discrete-delinite, well-defined, with no 
hedging-but also quite wide-ranging; in honor of another. I should note that almost any idea 
or its combination with others can be found here (argued for or against ); and in honor of the 
third, I should note that a random tour of the book actually goes someplace. 
Every budding high school mathematician ought to read Discrrtc~ Thoughts-as an antidote 
to the usual heroism. hagiography, narrowness, and mistaken perceptions of mathematics 
usually purveyed. Practicing professional mathematicians will enjoy the gossip and the 
pungency. 
Artificial Intelligence. combinatorics. education and historiography, and Ulam are some of 
the discrete thoughts here discussed. Sample and enjoy. 
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